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Retina display
12.9-inch (diagonal) LED-backlit Multi-Touch display
2732-by-2048 resolution at 264 pixels per inch (ppi)
ProMotion technology

      A10X Fusion chip with 64‑bit architecture
      Embedded M10 coprocessor
Wide color display (P3)
True Tone display

      Fingerprint-resistant oleophobic coating
Fully laminated display
Antireflective coating

      Weight: 1.49lbs

The iPad evolution 

serious photographers 

The specs

iPad Pro12.9 A serious tool for

The benefits
- Portability (field trips, travel, etc.)
-     Killer display (retina, resolution, P3)
-     Processing power
-     512GB storage (for all your photos)
-     Wireless connectivity
-     It’s also a ‘Wacom Tablet’!
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Must have

The iPad evolution 

Keyboard

Pencil

SD card adaptor

Magnetic connection 
Screen protector  
Adjustable 

Pixel-perfect sensitivity 
for precise photo 
editing 

Enables no-fuss 
downloads 
from SD card to iPad

Accessories 
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Backup, backup, backup!

The iPad evolution 

Up to 2TB WD 
My Passport 
Wireless Pro

Thumb drives 

Access the cloud 
from anywhere!

A virtual ‘hub’ 2TB 
SD card port 
USB port 
10-hour battery 
Can charge other 
devices

Sandisk 
Wireless & USB

Sandisk 
ixpand

USB & Lightning

*  The best backup strategy includes at least 3 
backups

*  Storage technology is a moving target. Capacities 
are increasing and prices are dropping.

* Make sure that the storage medium can 
translate your RAW files

* Read/write times can be slow.
(My A7RII RAW files are 42.5MP)
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A photo processing powerhouse
A full featured post processing package

Full suite of image editing features

Sophisticated layers enable compositing
Lightroom; Capture1; Photoshop; OnOne 

  equivalent capabilities
$20 on the App Store!

seamless integration
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https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=xPsgF-FNNIo

The video (intro demo)

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=xPsgF-FNNIo
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Store/backup

Process Image management

Image captureiPad
Powerful 
Versatile 
Awesome display 
Highly portable 
Excellent editing platform

Sony apps

e.g. tethering
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A7RII original file

iPad Pro/Affinity Mobile edit
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A7RII original

iPad Pro/Affinity Mobile
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The world as I see it.  
             Always changing,  
             always surprising. 
 Always carry the camera.






